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Abstract
Title: Superposition and compression of deep neural networks
In this work we investigate a combination of the two recently proposed
techniques: superposition of multiple neural networks into one and neural
network compression. We show that these two techniques can be successfully combined to deliver a great potential for trimming down deep (convolutional) neural networks. We study the trade-offs between the model
compression rate and the accuracy of the superimposed tasks and present a
new approach, where the fully connected layers are isolated from the convolutional layers and serve as a general purpose processing unit for several
CNN models. We evaluate our techniques on adapted MNIST and CIFAR100 dataset, calculating classification accuracy and comparing baseline to
the superposition method. Our experiments confirm the usability of superposition in terms of avoiding the catastrophic forgetting effect. The work
has a significant importance in the context of implementing deep learning
on low-end computing devices as it enables neural networks to fit edge devices with constrained computational resources (e.g. sensors, mobile devices,
controllers).

Keywords
Artificial Intelligence, Machine Learning, Deep Learning, Convolutional Neural Networks, Model Compression, Superposition of Models

Povzetek
Naslov: Superpozicija in kompresija globokih nevronskih mrež
V našem delu preučujemo kombinacijo dveh nedavno predlaganih tehnik,
in sicer superpozicijo več nevronskih mrež v eni in kompresijo nevronskih
mrež. Pokazali smo, da je mogoče ti dve tehniki uspešno kombinirati, kar
kaže na velik potencial zmanjševanja velikosti globokih (konvolucijskih) nevronskih mrež. Preučujemo kompromis med stopnjo kompresije modela in
natančnostjo naučenih nalog ter predstavljamo nov pristop, pri katerem so
polno povezani nivoji mreže izolirani od konvolucijskih nivojev in služijo kot
splošno namenska procesna enota za več modelov konvolucijskih nevronskih
mrež. Uspešnost naših tehnik ocenjujemo na prilagojenih MNIST in CIFAR100 podatkih, izračunamo točnost klasifikacije in primerjamo izhodiščno metodo z metodo superpozicije. Naši poskusi potrjujejo uporabnost superpozicije v smislu izogibanja učinku katastrofalnega pozabljanja pri učenju več
zaporednih nalog. Namen dela je pomemben v smislu izvajanja globokega
učenja na napravah z omejenimi računskimi viri (npr. senzorji, mobilne naprave, krmilniki).

Ključne besede
umetna inteligenca, strojno učenje, globoko učenje, konvolucijske nevronske
mreže, kompresija modelov, supepozicija modelov

Razširjeni povzetek
I

Uvod

Umetna inteligenca nedvomno ogromno vpliva na sodobno družbo. V zadnjem času je postala prisotna v našem vsakdanjem življenju, saj deluje na
napravah, kot so na primer računalniki, pametni telefoni, televizorji, droni
itd. Obstaja veliko različnih vrst algoritmov umetne inteligence, vendar je v
zadnjem času eden najvidnejših načinov uporaba globokih nevronskih mrež.
Globoke nevronske mreže so biološko navdihnjene strukture, vendar gre
v resnici za kompleksne nelinearne matematične funkcije. Mreže so pogosto
zelo obsežne in zahtevajo ogromno podatkov, kar otežuje uporabo nevronskih
mrež v sistemih z omejenimi računskimi viri, kot so telefoni ali droni. To
težavo lahko rešimo z uporabo različnih tehnik kompresije modelov, ne da bi
bistveno zmanjšali zmogljivost modela.
Točnost modelov globokega učenja lahko pogosto zmanjšamo v prid hitrosti obdelave in mogoči lokalni izvedbi na sami napravi. Ker je kompresija
globokih nevronskih modelov vse bolj relevantna v znanosti in praksi, želimo
implementirati in preučiti različne načine kompresije modelov. Medtem ko
večina sedanjih pristopov uporablja kompresijo ene same nevronske mreže,
smo se odločili za preučevanje superpozicije več nevronskih mrež v eno samo.
Ta tehnika omogoča učenje številnih različnih modelov v isti mreži, kar lahko
razumemo tudi kot poseben način kompresije [1].
Naša analiza bo vključevala primerjavo kompresiranih modelov glede na
klasifikacijsko točnost in kompleksnost modela glede na število parametrov.
i

ii

II

Kratek pregled sorodnih del

II.I

Kompresija modelov

V zadnjih nekaj letih je bil na tem področju dosežen velik napredek. Cheng
in sod. (2018) [2] so opravili pregled sodobnih tehnik za zmanjševanje in
pospeševanje globokih modelov. Najbolj preprosta metoda je obrezovanje
parametrov, ki odstrani najmanj pomembne parametre iz mreže. Možna alternativa za obrezovanje parametrov je lahko tudi zmanjšanje števila nevronov v skritih nivojih. V članku [3] Zhu in Gupta (2017) primerjata točnost
velikih, vendar obrezanih modelov in njihovih manjših, vendar polno povezanih mrež z enako velikostjo. Ugotovili so, da veliki modeli z redkimi
povezavami dosledno prekašajo manjše, polno povezane, modele.
Leta 2016 so Han, Mao in Dally [4] dosegli stopnjo stiskanja od 35x do
49x, ne da bi izgubili točnost. Ogromna stopnja stiskanja brez izgube točnosti
jasno kaže na odvečnost parametrov v globokih mrežah.

II.II

Učenje več nalog in superpozicija modelov

Najpogostejši način izvajanja učenja z več nalogami (učnimi problemi) v
okviru globokega učenja je skupna raba parametrov skritih nivojev [5].
Zelo preprost način za izboljšanje učinkovitosti skoraj vsakega algoritma
strojnega učenja je učenje več različnih modelov na enakih podatkih in nato
uporaba povprečja njihovih napovedi [6]. Slaba stran tega pristopa je, da je
uporaba celotnega sklopa modelov pogosto preveč računsko zahtevna, da bi
omogočila uporabo na napravah z omejeno močjo.
Leta 2019 se je pojavila nova ideja, in sicer namesto da bi trenirali ansambel modelov in nato znanje prenesli v en sam model, bi lahko od začetka
trenirali vse v enem samem modelu. Superpozicija več modelov v enega ponuja idejo, da se v isti globoki nevronski mreži naučimo več različnih nalog.
Da lahko uporabimo ta pristop, moramo shraniti nekaj dodatnih informacij
o vsaki nalogi, kar avtorji imenujejo kontekst.

iii

III

Kompresija globokih nevronskih mrež

Najbolj standarden način kompresije nevronskih mrež je obrezovanje uteži.
To je postopek odstranjevanja vozlišč ali povezav iz obstoječe mreže. Običajno je ta mreža predhodno trenirana do zadovoljive zmogljivosti, nato pa
je cilj zmanjšati kompleksnost modela in omogočiti shranjevanje in izvajanje
na napravah z omejenimi računskimi viri.
V mrežah s polno povezanimi nivoji obstajata dve možnosti obrezovanja:
odstranitev povezav med nevroni ali odstranjevanje nevronov z vsemi pripadajočimi povezavami. Slednji pristop odstranjuje samo nevrone v skritih
nivojih, saj ne želimo spreminjati velikosti vhoda in izhoda.
Vrsta obrezovanja je bodisi globalna v celotnem omrežju bodisi lokalna
v vsakem nivoju posebej. Najpogosteje odstranimo povezave z najmanjšo
absolutno velikostjo. Pri odstranjevanju nevronov je izbira nekoliko bolj
zapletena. Ponavadi za vse vhodne in izhodne povezave nevronov izračunamo
želene metrike in na podlagi le-teh odstranimo vozlišča. Dva najpogostejša
pristopa sta na osnovi absolutne velikosti in variance [7].
V konvolucijskih nevronskih mrežah lahko kompleksnost modela zmanjšamo tako, da odstranimo celotne filtre ali odstranimo celotne nivoje [8].
Najpogosteje se odstranijo filtri, ki imajo najmanjši prispevek pri postopku
konvolucije.
Pri večini pristopov obrezovanja ne obrezujemo samo enkrat, ampak uporabimo iterativni pristop obrezovanja. S to strategijo se obrezovanje izvaja
večkrat zapored, dokler ni dosežena zadana stopnja kompresije.

IV

Superpozicija več modelov v enega

Načelo superpozicije se je izkazalo za uspešno pri učenju več modelov v eni
mreži. Ti modeli soobstajajo v superpoziciji in jih je mogoče individualno
pridobiti nazaj.
Superpozicijo modelov lahko uporabimo tudi za premagovanje katastrofalnega pozabljanja (nevronske mreže ob učenju novih informacij pogosto
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popolnoma pozabijo že naučene informacije). Za uporabo tega načela uporabljamo kontekst, ki je predstavljen z matrikami ali vektorji, ki se pomnožijo
s parametri mreže. Vrednosti, ki predstavljajo kontekst, so lahko različne,
v našem primeru smo uporabili binarno superpozicijo, ki je sestavljena le iz
{−1, 0, 1}. Vsaka od nalog ima svoj nabor kontekstnih matrik ali vektorjev,
ki se uporabljajo za pretvorbo uteži na način, da se matrike uteži nenehno
spreminjajo med učenjem vseh nalog glede na fiksne kontekstne matrike.
V fazi učenja zaporedoma predstavimo naloge naključno inicializiranemu
omrežju. Ko je mreži predstavljena neka naloga, jo treniramo, dokler ne
dosežemo želene klasifikacijske točnosti in nato posodobimo matrike uteži. V
fazi testiranja lahko s pomočjo konteksta izvlečemo posamezen nabor uteži
za želeno nalogo.
Ena izmed metod, ki smo jo preizkusili, je bila učenje postopno naraščajočih nevronskih mrež. Ideja je, da sproti aktiviramo že obstoječe nevrone
in s tem uteži v mreži, tako da začnemo z razmeroma majhno mrežo in nato
aktiviramo toliko nevronov, kolikor je potrebno, da lahko opravimo superpozicijo več nalog. Vsakič, ko mreži predstavimo novo nalogo, aktiviramo
dodatne nevrone tako, da posodobimo matrike, ki predstavljajo masko. V
naših eksperimentih se je ta postopek izkazal za neprimernega v povezavi s
superpozicijo.
Metoda superpozicije v konvolucijski nevronski mreži deluje enako v polno
povezanih nivojih kot v nekonvolucijskih mrežah. Po drugi strani imajo konvolucijski nivoji popolnoma drugačno strukturo od polno povezanih nivojev,
zato smo primorani uporabiti superpozicijo na drugačen način. Predstavljamo tri različne načine izvedbe superpozicije znotraj konvolucijskih nivojev s pomočjo kontekstnih matrik ali vektorjev. Prvi je množenje vsakega
filtra posebej, kjer vsak filter pomnožimo s pripadajočo kontekstno matriko.
Drugi način je Hadamardov produkt vsakega filtra posebej, pri čemer kontekstne matrike niso več diagonalne in so vse njene vrednosti sestavljene iz
{−1, 1}. Torej edina razlika v uporabi konteksta v primerjavi s prvo metodo je uporaba Hadamardovega produkta namesto navadnega matričnega

v
množenja. Zadnji pristop je uporaba superpozicijske metode na sploščenih
utežeh konvolucijskih nivojev. Tu uporabljamo kontekstne vektorje, sestavljene iz vrednosti {−1, 1}.
Na koncu predstavljamo metodo, pri kateri je bila dodatna kompresija
izvedena znotraj superpozicije v konvolucijski nevronski mreži. V tem primeru mrežo ločimo na konvolucijski in polno povezan del. Odločili smo se,
da po konvolucijskem delu kompresiramo sploščen vektor in tako zmanjšamo
število uteži. Najprej zredčimo sploščen vektor, kar pomeni, da del njegovih
vrednosti nastavimo na nič (na podlagi absolutne velikosti). Nato uporabimo
Gaussovo naključno projekcijo za zmanjšanje dimenzij in s tem dosežemo še
12 × dodatno stopnjo stiskanja.

V

Rezultati

Naše metode ocenjujemo na dveh javno dostopnih in splošno znanih zbirkah
podatkov – MNIST in CIFAR-100. Originalni podatki MNIST se vedno
uporabljajo kot referenčne vrednosti za preostale naloge. Za vsako naslednjo
nalogo so piksli vseh slik v originalnih podatkih naključno permutirani. Drugi
nabor podatkov, na katerem preizkušamo, je CIFAR-100, ki smo ga razdelili
na 10 enakovrednih ločenih disjunktnih podskupin z 10 različnimi razredi.
Pri prvem eksperimentu iterativno odstranjujemo nevrone in vse z njimi
povezane povezave iz mreže. Rezultate ocenjujemo na različnem številu obrezovalnih korakov in različnih deležih obrezanih nevronov. Poskusi, ki smo
jih izvedli, so potrdili, da imajo globoke nevronske mreže pogosto preveč parametrov ter veliko nepotrebnih uteži. Druga možnost kompresije mrež je
neodvisno odstranjevanje uteži, ne da bi odstranili nevrone. Na ta način ne
spreminjamo topologije omrežja, vendar le postavimo vrednost uteži na nič.
Po zgledu [9] obrežemo enak delež uteži v vsakem nivoju.
Nadalje predstavljamo rezultate vseh omenjenih tehnik z uporabo superpozicije: polno povezana omrežja, rastoče nevronske mreže, konvolucijske nevronske mreže in konvolucijske nevronske mreže z dodatnim stiskanjem. Na
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slikah 5.4, 5.8 in 5.9 so prikazani učinki superpozicije v primerjavi z osnovnim
modelom, pri katerem se superpozicija ne uporablja. Tu primerjamo razlike
v točnosti med osnovnim in superpozicijskim modelom na različnih podatkih
in mrežnih arhitekturah. Opazimo lahko občutno višjo točnost z uporabo
superpozicijske metode pri vseh treh eksperimentih.
Na koncu poročamo o stopnjah kompresije za izvedene poskuse s pripadajočimi padci točnosti. Predstavljamo kompromis med stopnjo stiskanja in
zmanjšanjem točnosti glede na primer, ko ne uporabimo niti stiskanja niti
superpozicije modelov.

VI

Sklep

Pri našem delu smo se osredotočili na kompresijo globokih (konvolucijskih)
nevronskih mrež, da bi povečali možnost uporabe globokih mrež na napravah z omejeno močjo. Raziskovali smo različne vrste tehnik stiskanja in
jih primerjali glede na točnost modela. Implementirali smo superpozicijo
številnih modelov v enega in ocenjevali to metodo na dveh zbirkah podatkov
z različnimi mrežnimi arhitekturami. Predlagali smo tudi nov pristop kompresije modela znotraj superpozicije modelov, ki še dodatno pomnoži stopnjo
stiskanja.
Na splošno smo obravnavali izzive izvajanja funkcionalnosti umetne inteligence na napravah z omejeno močjo in omejenim pomnilnikom. Predstavljeni rezultati so namenjeni mnogim primerom uporabe, kjer je treba
funkcionalnosti izvajati strogo lokalno, na napravah z omejenimi računskimi
zmogljivostmi. Naš predlagani pristop temelji na dveh nedavno predlaganih
tehnikah, in sicer kompresiji nevronskih mrež in superpoziciji več nevronskih modelov v eni mreži. Predstavili smo novo metodo kompresije modela
znotraj principa superpozicije, ki do sedaj še ni bila preučevana.

Chapter 1
Introduction
Artificial intelligence (AI) has unarguably made dramatic impact on the modern society. Recently, it became ubiquitous in our everyday lives, running on
devices such as computers, smart phones, TV sets, wearables etc. Most likely
AI will coexist with humans also in the upcoming years and will probably be
even more interconnected with humans.
Machine learning (ML) is currently the biggest and the most studied
branch of AI. Its algorithms are taking advantage of the huge amount of data
people collect in a wide range of areas. Every day there is a vast amount of
new data produced but it is often not properly analyzed to get interesting
insights and improve life quality in the future. ML algorithm are intended
to model real-world problems and often to predict certain events. The way
ML algorithms work is that they train a model using available data and then
use this model to predict a number or class labels that we are interested in.
There are many different kinds of ML algorithms, but lately one of the most
prominent ways of ML is the usage of Deep Neural Networks (DNNs).
Deep Neural Networks are biologically inspired structures, however in
reality they are artificial networks which represent complex non-linear mathematical functions. They are often heavy-weight and require enormous amount
of data. In these cases they request a lot of time for learning and sometimes
even for the execution of the model after training phase is done. This compu1
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tationally and memory intensive algorithm makes DNNs difficult to deploy on
systems with limited hardware resources like phones or drones. Therefore,
a way to solve this problem is by applying model compression techniques
without significantly decreasing the model performance. Besides that, on
devices with enough hardware power we can decrease training time due to
less complex model. In other words, possible compression of the model can
lower memory footprint and shorten training times. Training models of DNN
is generally called Deep Learning (DL).

1.1

Motivation

As already mentioned, DNNs tend to be heavy-weight which make them inappropriate to use in low-end devices like sensors, mobile devices, controllers
etc. That is why many scientists are searching for solutions to enable DNN
models use on computationally constrained devices. Two dominating development branches in the deep learning community over the past several years
are directed towards: 1) improving accuracy limits of the learned models
and 2) optimizing computational resources for fast and more power efficient
operations. The emergence of fast communication technologies, such as 5G
is directing the attention towards bringing deep learning operations closer to
the end user. In such use cases, the accuracy performance of the DL models
can often be traded-off in favor of local execution and the processing speed.
While compression of DNN models is becoming more and more relevant,
we wanted to implement and evaluate different model compression methods.
While most of the current approaches use compression of a single neural network, we decided to focus on the superposition of many neural networks into
one. This technique enables training of many different DNN models into the
same network which is a special way of compression [1].

1.2. GOALS

1.2

3

Goals

Our main goal is to compress deep networks as much as possible with a
bounded accuracy drop. We will study model compression techniques and
compare them. We will try to find new/combined method that gives high
compression rate with no or little drop in accuracy. Our plan is to investigate
superposition principle in details – first reproduce results from the original
paper [1] and then propose an improvement or combination of the superposition method with standard model compression techniques. Additionally, our question is how model superposition would behave for compressed
fully connected and convolutional layers. Can neural networks with different
structures or topologies be superimposed? What is the difference between
superimposing neural models with or without convolutional layers? How can
we further compress superimposed neural networks?
Analysis of our research will include comparison of compressed models in
the means of classification accuracy and model complexity in terms of the
number of network parameters.
Our experiments will be tested on MNIST and CIFAR-100 dataset, which
are publicly available. We will evaluate our models on an average laptop.
For the development of code we will use Python 3 programming language and data processing and machine learning associated libraries, such
as NumPy, SciPy, scikit-learn, pandas, Keras (running on top of TensorFlow) [10]. Visualization of model performances and evaluation of training
processes will be done using Matplotlib library.

1.3

Thesis structure

The structure of this work is the following: in Chapter 2 we present related research areas and briefly describe current state-of-the-art methods for model
compression and superposition principle. In Chapter 3 we present a more
detailed description of the popular compression techniques for deep neural
networks. More specifically, we explain basic methods of network pruning,
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iterative pruning and the lottery ticket hypothesis. Chapter 4 presents how
superposition of many neural networks into one works. We investigate superposition in the case of basic neural network, convolutional neural network
(CNN), gradually growing network and a combination of CNN with additional compression. Next, we evaluate our experiments and show the final
results in Chapter 5. Finally, we summarize our work in Chapter 6.

Chapter 2
Related work
Lately we notice a lot of research being carried out about DNN compression
and acceleration in the AI community. The most standard and the best
performing related work is presented below.

2.1

Model compression

Currently most of deep neural network models are computationally and memory intensive, which holds back their deployment in devices with low memory
resources and little power. Therefore, a goal is to perform model compression and acceleration without significantly decreasing the model performance.
During the last couple of years, a tremendous progress has been made in this
area. In [2], Cheng et al. review the recent techniques for compacting and
accelerating DNN models, which include:
• parameter pruning – reducing redundant parameters which are not sensitive to the performance,
• low-rank factorization – using matrix/tensor decomposition to estimate
the informative parameters,
• knowledge distillation – training a compact neural network with distilled knowledge of a large model.
5
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The most simple and widely used method is parameter pruning, which

we used in our work. Parameter pruning is a technique of removing parameters from the network in order to reduce its complexity. A viable alternative
for parameter pruning might also be to simply reduce the number of hidden
units while maintaining the model’s dense connection structure, exposing a
similar trade-off in model size and accuracy. In [3], Zhu and Gupta compared
the accuracy of large, but pruned models and their smaller, but dense counterparts with identical memory footprint. They concluded that large-sparse
models consistently outperform small-dense models. We evaluated both reducing the number of units as well as reducing the number of connections
without interfering with the number of units.
In 2016, Han, Mao and Dally [4] achieved 35x to 49x compression rate
without affecting the accuracy. Huge compression rate without losing any
accuracy clearly shows the redundancy of the parameters in deep networks.
Authors evaluated their method on benchmark convolutional networks such
as AlexNet and VGG-16. Their compression pipeline consists of pruning,
trained quantization and Huffman coding. The first step is basic network
pruning of the small-weight connections: all connections with weights below
a certain threshold are removed. After that the network is retrained to learn
the final weights for the remaining sparse connections. Next, the quantization
step lowers the number of bits required per weight by clustering the weights.
Lastly, they further compress the model with the use of Huffman coding,
where more common symbols are represented with fewer bits. Experiments
have shown that Huffman coding of non-uniformly distributed values saves
20-30% of the network storage.
Compression of convolutional layers is usually done by reducing the number of filters or even layers. In this way of pruning, L1 and L2 norm regularizers are normally used [2]. Another method of compression of convolutional
layers is done by random weight sharing, where only a few different weights
are allowed to occur within the whole weight matrix [11].
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Deep networks often have problem with overfitting, which can be reduced
by preventing complex co-adaptations on the training data. One possibility
is that for presentation of each training case, each hidden unit is randomly
omitted from the network with a specific probability. The key idea is to
randomly drop units along with their connections from DNN during training, which prevents units from co-adapting too much (see Figure 2.1). This
method is called dropout and it significantly reduces overfitting and gives
major improvements over other regularization methods. Dropout improves
the performance on supervised learning tasks in vision, speech recognition,
document classification and computational biology, obtaining state-of-the-art
results on many benchmark datasets. This suggests that the dropout is a
general technique and is not specific to any domain [12, 13].

(a) Standard neural network

(b) Neural network with dropout

Figure 2.1: Example of applying dropout to the network: the figure shows
how selected neurons are omitted during training.
In 2019, the lottery ticket hypothesis was presented for finding sparse
trainable networks [9]. The hypothesis states that dense, randomly-initialized,
feed-forward networks contain subnetworks (called winning tickets), which
when trained in isolation reach test accuracy comparable to the original one
in a similar number of iterations. The winning ticket is identified by training
a network and pruning its smallest-magnitude weights. The remaining, unpruned connections, form the architecture of the winning ticket. Unique to
this work, each unpruned connection’s value is then reset to its initialization
from original network before it was trained. We can say that found winning
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ticket won the initialization lottery: their connections have initial weights
that make training particularly effective.

2.2

Multi-task learning and superposition of
models

Multi-task learning in AI is inspired by human learning. For learning new
tasks, we often apply the knowledge we have acquired by learning related
tasks. The two most commonly used ways to perform multi-task learning in
the context of deep learning are hard and soft parameter sharing of hidden
layers. Their architectures are presented in the Figure 2.2 below [5]. The
figure shows the difference between soft and hard parameter sharing. Hard
parameter sharing is generally applied by sharing the hidden layers between
all tasks, while keeping one or several task-specific output layers. On the
other hand, in soft parameter sharing each task has its own model with
its own layers. The distance between the layers of the model and their
parameters is then regularized in order to encourage the parameters to be
more similar (e.g. with L2 norm).

(a) Soft parameter sharing

(b) Hard parameter sharing

Figure 2.2: The two most common multi-task learning approaches
In multi-task learning for computer vision, approaches often share the
convolutional layers, while learning task-specific fully-connected layers. One
other possibility is a bottom-up approach that starts with a thin network
and dynamically widens it greedily during training, using a criterion that
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promotes grouping of similar tasks [14].
On the other hand, a very simple way to improve performance of almost
any machine learning algorithm is to train many different models on the same
data and then average their predictions [6]. The drawback of this approach
is that using a whole ensemble of models may often be too computationally
expensive to allow deployment on a power-limited devices. Authors from [15]
have shown that it is possible to compress the knowledge of an ensemble into
a single model which is much easier to deploy on smaller systems. In [16]
authors show the way of distilling the knowledge of an ensemble of models
into a single model. More specifically, this means they transfer the knowledge
from more models into a single one. The transfer set that is used to train
the single model could consist entirely of unlabeled data or we could use the
original training set.
In 2019, the new idea arose: instead of training the ensemble of models
and then transferring and compressing the knowledge to just one model,
why not train everything from scratch in a single model. Superposition of
many models into one is an idea of learning more tasks or problems within
the same model, in this case within a deep neural network. To be able to
use this principle, we need to store additional information about each task,
which the authors of [1] are referring to as context. At the end of the training
of multiple tasks, models coexist in superposition and can still be retrieved
individually using the saved context. The latter is typically stored as a set
of vectors or matrices. One shortcoming of superposition method is that its
fundamental proposal only works for the tasks that have the same input size
and the same output size with each other. This approach may as well be
viewed as a type of compression: rather than reducing the size of a network
after training, they make use of the unrealized capacity of a network during
training. Authors show that it is possible to exploit this redundancy to train
the network with fewer parameters from scratch to achieve accuracies similar
to its over-parameterized counterpart. As stated in the paper, this method
has a wide range of possible applications, such as training neural networks
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in memory constrained environments, online learning of multiple tasks and
overcoming catastrophic forgetting. Catastrophic forgetting is the tendency
of neural networks to completely forget previously learned information upon
learning new information.

Chapter 3
Compression of Deep Neural
Networks
There are several ways of compressing a DNN, but we focus on different
versions of network pruning. Below we present pruning methods, procedure
of iterative pruning, known also as online compression and explain the theory
behind the lottery ticket hypothesis.

3.1

Network pruning

Network pruning is a process of removing nodes or connections from an existing network. This is applied on a network that has been previously trained
to achieve satisfying performance and after that the goal is to reduce the
model’s complexity and enable storing and execution on memory-restricted
devices.
In networks with only fully connected layers, there exist two options of
pruning: removing connections between the units (3.1.1) and removing neurons with all associated connections (3.1.2). The latter approach removes
only neurons in hidden layers since we do not want to change the input and
output size. Deleting neurons also changes the network topology which might
be an unwanted consequence, because we break down the structure of the
11
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previously trained network.
The number of weights or nodes we prune is a parameter that is chosen
by the developer and it is usually based on the possibility to sacrifice model
performance in order to achieve model reduction. While pruning the network
there always exists the complexity vs. performance trade-off. However, as
presented in Chapter 2, many model compression techniques can achieve big
model reductions without poorer performance.
Given a very deep network with many hidden layers we need to decide
on the type of pruning: either to do it globally in the whole network or locally in each layer separately. Global pruning based on weights’ magnitudes
has an obvious drawback of leaving unbalanced network structure – retaining disproportional number of weights in different layers. More frequently,
researchers use local pruning to retain the model structure by pruning the
same proportion of connections in each layer.

3.1.1

Removing connections

The most basic pruning approach is to remove network connections which is
equal as removing weights between neurons (see Figure 3.1).

Figure 3.1: Network before and after pruning the connections/weights1

1

https://medium.com/tensorflow/tensorflow-model-optimization-toolkit-pruning-api-

42cac9157a6a
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But which connections/weights should we prune? Most often we remove
the connections which have the smallest magnitude, since they have the lowest contribution to the network output. Suppose that we have a DNN with
L layers and the number of weights between layer l and layer l+1 is denoted
by kWl k. For the sake of simplicity, we will not consider bias nodes. The
number of weights kWl k is dependent on the number of neurons nl and nl+1
in layers l and l+1. If we wish to retain proportion p of the weights in each
layer, the final number of the remaining weights between layer l and layer
l+1 is calculated as:
kWl kpruned = p ∗ nl ∗ nl+1

(3.1)

Pruning the same proportion of weights in each layer consequently means
that this same proportion is the share of the remaining weights taking the
whole network into account. Mathematically, we rewrite that as follows:
kW kpruned =

L−1
X

L−1
X
p ∗ kWi k = p ∗
kWi k

i=0

(3.2)

i=0

As already mentioned we usually remove weights with the smallest absolute value. We can prune regarding to the proportion value p or regarding to
the preset threshold T . If we choose to use threshold as a pruning strategy,
then the decision whether to prune a single weight w can be represented as:

w, if |w| ≥ T .
w=
(3.3)
0, otherwise.
In this way all weights with the absolute value above threshold remain
unchanged and all the others are set to 0.

3.1.2

Removing neurons

Another option of pruning is done by completely deleting nodes in the hidden
layers from the network, as shown in Figure 3.22 .
2

https://www.colabug.com/2019/0319/5748381/
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Figure 3.2: Network before and after pruning the neurons

How to select the neurons to be removed is a bit more complex question
and there exist several ways of performing this step. For each neuron in a
hidden layer there are kwin k input connections and kwout k output connections. In a specific layer, the numbers kwin k and kwout k are equal among
all neurons. However, we can decide whether to use only input connections,
output connections or both. For all the chosen connections we are able to
calculate different metrics on the basis of which we remove nodes. The two
most common approaches are magnitude-based and variance-based [7]. Once
again, threshold T is set and W represents all the weights associated with a
certain neuron. Magnitude-based pruning is based on summing up weights’
P
absolute values as A = w∈W |w|. On the other hand, variance-based pruning calculates the variance of weights as A = V ar[W ]. The basic idea of
variance-based pruning is that a parameter with low variance is irrelevant
and can be removed. Pruning of node n is performed as follows:

n, if A ≥ T .
n=
0, otherwise.

(3.4)

If n is set to 0, it means we delete this neuron with all its associated
connections. Threshold T can vary between magnitude-based and variance-
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based pruning.

3.1.3

Convolutional layers

Until now, we have only discussed dense, fully connected layers. Unlike
these, pruning the convolutional layers is somewhat different. Parameters in
convolutional layers have a different purpose compared to FC layers, because
their design is completely different. A single convolutional layer consists
of usually multiple filters/kernels that can differ in size. This architecture
makes pruning of a single parameter in a filter inappropriate. Consequently,
we are able to reduce model complexity only by removing the whole filters
or by removing a complete layer [8]. Most often we remove specific filters
from a layer. Best filters to remove are the ones with the lowest contribution
to the process of feature extraction. Commonly that means removing filters
with the lowest sum of absolute values in the filter. The number of filters we
prune is decided by the developer and it is based on storage constraints and
memory-accuracy trade-off.

3.2

Iterative pruning

In most pruning approaches we do not prune only once and take that as the
final model, but we use an iterative pruning approach. With this strategy
the pruning is performed several times consecutively until the accepted compression rate is reached. We present iterative pruning in Algorithm 1. The
algorithm shows the process of iterative pruning with set target size, where
we decide on wanted proportion of remained weights, the number of pruning
steps and the metric to determine which weights to prune.
In iterative pruning we first need to choose the network topology and
train the network to the best possible accuracy. Next, we define parameters
such as the final wanted share of remained weights, the number of iterative
steps and a metric for the decision of removing weights or neurons. After
that, we iteratively prune the network based on previously chosen parameters
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Algorithm 1

Iterative pruning with set target size

1: N ← fully trained deep neural network
2: orig size ← size(N )
3: p ← remained proportion of weights (between 0 and 1)
4: steps ← number of iterative pruning steps
5: metric ← metric to evaluate which weights to prune (magnitude or variance based)
6: repeat
7:

N ← prune(N, p, steps, metric)

8:

N ← retrain(N )

9: until p ∗ orig size < size(N )

and retrain the network to its best performance. We repeat this procedure
until we reach the desired compression rate.
Another stopping criteria for iterative pruning could be reaching the minimal desired test accuracy. For this case the pseudo-code is provided in Algorithm 2. This algorithm shows iterative pruning approach with set target
accuracy, where we determine the minimal required accuracy of the model.
Algorithm 2

Iterative pruning with set target accuracy

1: N ← fully trained deep neural network
2: test dataset ← dataset for testing the network N
3: min accuracy ← minimal target accuracy of the model N (between 0 and 1)
4: metric ← metric to evaluate which weights to prune (magnitude or variance based)
5: repeat
6:

N ← prune(N, metric)

7:

N ← retrain(N )

8:

accuracy ← evaluate(N, test dataset)

9: until accuracy > min accuracy

The difference compared to the first algorithm is that this time we are
pruning until we reach the pre-selected minimal accuracy on the test dataset.
We have to be cautious about the pruning step to be sufficiently small in
order not to drop the accuracy too much already in the first iteration. When
trying to reduce model complexity, both types of algorithms could be useful
and the choice should be based on the more important factor in the current
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circumstances – memory limitations or satisfactory accuracy.

3.2.1

Lottery ticket hypothesis

Recently, authors of [9] paper introduced the lottery ticket hypothesis, which
states that in a randomly initialized and dense DNN there exists a subnetwork that can match the accuracy of the original network if initialized
properly. Finding the winning ticket uses iterative pruning from Algorithm
1 to decrease the number of parameters to the selected share. The major difference of this approach is in retraining the network after each pruning step.
Between the first and the second last pruning iteration we have two options
for the remaining weights: a) to retrain them with backpropagation and b)
to reset weights to the initial ones before. Since we are searching for the
winning ticket with initial values, in the last iteration of pruning we always
reset the weights to the initial ones from the randomly initialized original
network. Experiments from [9] showed that this kind of iterative pruning
with resetting the weights finds a winning ticket, however our experiments
on a different set of data could not confirm that claim.
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Chapter 4
Superposition of many models
into one
In this chapter we present the theory behind the superposition of many models. The superposition principle has proved to be successful when learning
multiple models in a single network. These models coexist in superposition and can still be retrieved individually. In [1] authors propose a way to
implement learning of many tasks in a single model. We implemented the
superposition of models in a slightly different manner, however the testing
results are very similar. In the following, we present our method for storing
multiple models within a single set of parameters and explain how superposition principle deals with different types of deep networks.
Common to all neural models we worked with, the networks are trained
with backpropagation of the error. Training phase of any task is performed
using the standard procedure – presenting batches of examples to the network, calculating the value of the loss function and updating the weights
according to the backpropagation algorithm. When training several models
in only one network, these models are trained consecutively, one after the
other. Without performing any operations in between training of multiple
models, the network would suffer from the so-called catastrophic forgetting.
This phenomenon occurs because training of several tasks in a row cause the
19
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network to forget what it learned a few tasks before the current task. That
effect is clearly visible on the graphs in Chapter 5.
To overcome catastrophic forgetting, we make use of the superposition of
models in the network. To apply this principle we use context, which is a
matrix or a vector that is multiplied with network’s weights. Values representing a context can vary, though in our case we used binary superposition,
which consists of only {−1, 0, 1}. Zeros are used only in context matrices, but
not in context vectors. Value 1 makes no change, however value −1 changes
weight’s sign. This context choice is based on the results from [1] where it
was shown as the most appropriate.
More specifically, the context we used in our experiments is denoted by
a matrix C or a vector
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Context matrices C are always square and diagonal. Values on the diagonal or in vector c are always either −1 or 1, meaning we only change signs
for specific weights. Values are sampled randomly from the discrete uniform
distribution, where both values have equal probability of being chosen. The
size of the context matrix is n×n and the size of the context vector is n. How
to determine n depends on the network size and using C versus c depends on
the type of the layer and is discussed more deeply in the following sections.
Below we show a random example of matrix C and vector c, if n = 4.
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1


 
0 0 0 −1
1
If our DNN consists of L layers, including input and output layer, then
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the number of context matrices or vectors we need is L−1. In the case of
matrices we mark them as C 1 , C 2 , . . . , C L−1 and context vectors are denoted
by c1 , c2 , . . . , cL−1 .
Normally, deep neural networks have their weights represented by a weight
matrix. In basic DNN any such matrix stores weights that connect two consecutive layers, which means L−1 weight matrices altogether. We mark them
as W 1 , W 2 , . . . , W L−1 .
Next, we present a simplified algorithm for the training of many tasks in
a single deep network using superposition of the models. Algorithm 3 shows
how the training phase is implemented if we use context matrices. The algorithm presents pseudo-code for training several tasks in a single model. We
use randomly initialized binary context matrices, which we multiply with
weight matrices after the end of training of each task. When network layers consist of many neurons the random initialization is safe, meaning the
contexts are orthogonal between each other (see supplementary material of
[1]). In theory two context matrices or vectors could be randomly initialized
as equal (which would deteriorate the results), but it is statistically highly
unlikely.
Algorithm 3

Several tasks training in a single model using superposition

1: N ← randomly initialized deep neural network
2: L ← all layers of the network N
3: C1 , C2 , . . . , CL−1 ← randomly initialized binary context matrices
4: W1 , W2 , . . . , WL−1 ← weight matrices of the network N
5: T ← set of different tasks
6: for t ∈ T do
7:

train network N for task t (weight matrices W are changed)

8:

for l ∈ L do

9:
10:

apply context Cl to the weight matrix Wl of the network N
end for

11: end for

The way we apply context to the weight matrix is through multiplication,
however it is performed differently in different layers. In the following sections
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we explain how superposition is performed regarding various network types.

4.1

Neural networks

In the standard, feed-forward, fully-connected deep neural networks we use
context matrices in order to be able to superimpose many models. DNN
has the input layer, the output layer and chosen number of hidden layers in
between.
The overarching idea with the superposition method is that T different
tasks are trained consecutively using backpropagation algorithm within a
single network with L layers. Every layer has its own number of neurons,
which represents its size and is denoted by kli k, where i is the index of the
layer.
Each of T tasks has its own set of L−1 context matrices, which are used
to make transformations of weight matrices in a way that weight matrices
are constantly changing throughout the learning of all tasks according to the
fixed context matrices. Size of the weight matrix between layers li and li+1
is equal to kli k × kli+1 k. In this case n = kli k, which means that the size of
the context matrix between layers li and li+1 is equal to kli k × kli k. When
context matrices are multiplied with weight matrices, the dimensions of the
latter do not change. As already mentioned, all context matrices are diagonal
and the diagonal elements are chosen randomly from {−1, 1}. This property
allows storing only context vectors in the memory to save even more space.
However, when we perform multiplication, these vectors must be converted
back to matrices.
Training phase: We consecutively present T tasks to the randomly
initialized network. When task t is presented to the network, it is trained
until the desired validation accuracy is reached. After that, weight matrices
are updated by applying the context as follows:
W i ← C ti W i

(4.1)
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Index i represents weight and context matrix between layer i and i+1.
Therefore, C ti denotes a context matrix between layer i and i+1 for task t.
Update of weights from Equation (4.1) is performed for all weight matrices
in the network, which means L−1 times. This practically means that after
learning a particular task t is finalized, we randomly change a sign of approximately 50% of weights in each layer. The weight update procedure is
repeated for each new task with the corresponding set of context matrices.
Testing phase: With applying the superposition method, testing the
accuracy of the specific task requires extracting individual set of weights for
the desired task. After learning T tasks, the appropriate weights for a specific
task t are extracted as follows:
Wi ←

T
Y
(C ji )−1

!
W i,

(4.2)

j=t

where W i denotes weight matrix between layer i and i+1. Again, C ji denotes
a context matrix between layer i and i+1 for specific task j. Applying this
equation provides getting a set of weights that are suitable for a particular
task t with small error caused by the interference between the tasks. Again,
the extraction of individual task’s weights have to be done among all layers
in the network, that means L−1 times using Equation (4.2). Using binary
context makes inverse of the matrix equal to the initial one and in this case
C = C −1 holds. Therefore, this property enables computation without extra
computational power being needed for calculating matrix inverse.

4.2

Growing neural networks

Growing neural networks are networks that are iteratively growing, at least
seemingly. In our case, growing the network means that the network is not
expanding its structure, but it is only activating new neurons and all its
associated connections in a predefined network architecture. As said before,
DNN tends to have a lot of redundant parameters if the network is big
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enough, so this fact was an inspiration for gradually growing neural networks.
The idea of activating new neurons and thus weights came to our mind to
further compress the network in a way that we start with a relatively small
network and then add as many neurons as needed to be able to perform
superposition of many tasks. Two consecutive states of gradually growing
DNN are presented in Figure 4.1.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.1: Example of a growing neural network with activating one extra
neuron in both hidden layers. (a) Activated 2 neurons/hidden layer. (b)
Activated 3 neurons/hidden layer.
As seen in the figure, the number of network units/neurons is not changing, however, a certain amount of new neurons and connections are activated
for each new task. Input and output layer neurons are always activated from
the start until the end of the learning. On the other hand, neurons in hidden
layers are activated gradually. Hidden layer li has kli k neurons, out of which
ai are activated (ai ≤ kli k). In all hidden layers we start with ai > 0 and
we linearly increase the number of active neurons ai for the same amount in
each hidden layer.
Activating or deactivating neurons and thus weights was done using a
binary mask. More specifically, we have a set of mask matrices we denote
by M 1 , M 2 , . . . , M L−1 . The number of mask matrices is equal to the
number of weight matrices, which is L−1. Each mask matrix has the same
dimensions as its related weight matrix: kM i k = kW i k. The values of M
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are binary, namely {1, 0}. Value of 1 represents an active weight and 0 an
inactive weight. After every batch update the mask is applied to the weight
matrix as shown in Equation (4.3).
W i ← Mi ◦ W i

(4.3)

Sign “◦” denotes the element-wise or Hadamard product. Weight update
is done through all the network layers.
Every time a new task is presented to the network, we update the mask
matrices to activate extra neurons. Because of the way our weight matrices
are formed, we have 3 different modes of updating the mask matrices based
on their position in the network:
• between input and the first hidden layer – activating new columns of
M 1,
• between two hidden layers – activating new rows and columns of M i
(1 < i < L−1),
• between last hidden and output layer – activating new rows of M L−1 .
Below we present a simple example of updating the mask matrices for
the three mentioned modes. Values in bold represent newly added active
weights.

1 1 1 0



M1 = 
1
1
1
0


1 1 1 0



1 1 1 0


 1 1 1 0


Mi = 

1
1
1
0


0 0 0 0





ML−1

1 1





1 1


=

1
1


0 0

To sum up, we write Algorithm 4 to present pseudo-code for using the
superposition principle in growing neural networks by learning many tasks
within a single growing network. Network architecture N as well as the
number of active neurons at start a and the rate of adding neurons add are
determined by the developer. In lines 1−8 we initialize all needed parameters,
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in lines 10 − 12 we mask the weights in all layers, then we train the network
and in lines 14 − 17 we apply the context to the weight matrices and update
masks over all layers.
Algorithm 4

Several tasks training in a single growing neural network using

superposition
1: N ← randomly initialized deep neural network
2: L ← all layers of the network N
3: C1 , C2 , . . . , CL−1 ← randomly initialized binary context matrices
4: W1 , W2 , . . . , WL−1 ← weight matrices of the network N
5: T ← set of different tasks
6: a ← number of activated neurons in hidden layers at start
7: add ← number of newly activated neurons for each new task
8: M1 , M2 , . . . , ML−1 ← mask matrices of the network N based on the value of a
9: for t ∈ T do
10:
11:

for l ∈ L do
Wl ← Ml ◦ Wl (update weights according to the mask)

12:

end for

13:

train network N for task t

14:

for l ∈ L do

15:

apply context Cl to the weight matrix Wl of the network N

16:

update mask matrix Ml according to a (add active neurons in hidden layers)

17:

end for

18:

a ← a + add

19: end for

4.3

Convolutional neural networks

Convolutional neural networks (CNNs) are a type of networks that have convolutional layers in addition to the fully connected ones. The standard architecture of CNN most often includes the convolutional part at the beginning
of the network, where convolutional and pooling layers extract features of
the input, which are then classified by FC layers (see Figure 4.2). In feature
extraction, we map the input to the certain number of features that afterwards represent the input to the classification layers, which most often end
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with applying the softmax function to get class predictions. Convolutional
layers consist of arbitrary number of learnable filters/kernels that perform
the convolution operation on the input. Intuitively, in image recognition,
filters learn different types of visual features, such as edges of particular orientation or even the shapes and patterns. The purpose of pooling layers is
to progressively reduce the size of the image representation to reduce the
amount of learnable parameters and accelerate computation in the network.
The number of convolutional, pooling and fully-connected layers as well as
activation functions in a CNN is arbitrary. CNNs got major wider recognition in 2012, when deep convolutional neural networks achieved the highest
classification accuracy at the time on ImageNet dataset [17].

Figure 4.2: Standard architecture of a CNN1
The superposition method in CNN works the same within fully connected
layers as in non-convolutional networks presented in Section 4.1. On the
other hand, convolutional layers have a completely different structure from
the fully connected layers, thus we are forced to superimpose weights in a
different manner.
1

https://www.oreilly.com/library/view/strengthening-deep-

neural/9781492044949/assets/sdnn 0406.png
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Say that our CNN has K convolutional layers and each one of them has

a specific number of filters f1 , f2 , . . . , fK . These filters can differ in size
among layers. Any value in the filter is a network parameter. On the other
hand, pooling layers do not contain any network parameters since their purpose is to reduce the amount of parameters and computation in the network.
Therefore we neglect pooling layers in terms of applying superposition. Next,
we present three different ways for performing superposition within convolutional layers using context matrices or vectors. Here we focus only on
training and retrieving appropriate weights of the convolutional part, the
fully connected part was already covered beforehand.
In the next sections we explain the differences between multiplication of
each filter separately, element-wise product of each filter separately and the
product of the flattened convolutional layer. We evaluated these methods
trying to achieve the best performance with superposition. The latter approach with flattened convolutional layer proved to be the best in terms of
classification accuracy degradation.

4.3.1

Multiplication of each filter separately

Until now, the context matrix C had the same size as associated weight
matrix W (see Section 4.1). Given that the structure of the weights is
different in filters of convolutional layers, context matrices have their size
determined by the size of the filters. In a single convolutional layer k, we have
fk filters, which are all square with both dimensions being equal, denoted by
d. Each filter detects different types of visual features. The size of a filter
also depends on the number of channels of the input image (one channel for
gray-scale and three channels for RGB image). Each filter is represented as
a tensor t ∈ Rd×d×fk−1 , where d is one dimension of a square filter and fk−1
is the number of feature maps from the previous layer. In this case for each
filter we have fk−1 context matrices, each of the size C d×d . Again, C is a
diagonal matrix consisting of {−1, 0, 1}.
Training phase: We consecutively present T tasks to the randomly
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initialized network. Each filter represented as a tensor t ∈ Rd×d×fk−1 consists
of fk−1 matrices of size d × d. Each of this weight matrices W is updated by
applying the context as follows:
W i ← Ci W i ;

i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , fk−1 }

(4.4)

Index i represents weight and context matrix of one slice of the filter
tensor. Update of weights from equation 4.4 is performed for all filters in all
convolutional layers. The weight update procedure is repeated for each new
task with the corresponding set of context matrices.
Testing phase: With applying superposition method, testing the accuracy of the specific task requires extracting individual set of weights for the
desired task. After learning T tasks, the appropriate weights for a specific
task t are extracted as follows:
Wi ←

T
Y
(C ji )−1

!
Wi ;

i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , fk−1 }

(4.5)

j=t

This calculations have to be executed fk−1 times for each filter. Then we
repeat this extraction procedure among all filters and among all convolutional
layers.

4.3.2

Element-wise product of each filter separately

In this method the notation of the filters and convolutional layers is the same,
however, now our context matrices are changed. For this experiment context
matrices remain square, but are no longer diagonal. Now all values of C
are sampled from {−1, 1} with the same probability. The only difference in
applying context compared to the previous method is the usage of elementwise matrix multiplication or Hadamard product.
Training phase: Each filter presented as a tensor t ∈ Rd×d×fk−1 consists
of fk−1 matrices of the size d × d. Each of this weight matrices W is updated
by applying the context as follows:
W i ← Ci ◦ W i ;

i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , fk−1 }

(4.6)
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Again, index i represents weight and context matrix of one slice of the

filter tensor. Update of weights from Equation (4.6) is performed for all
filters in all convolutional layers. The weight update procedure is repeated
for each new task with the corresponding set of context matrices.
Testing phase: After learning T tasks, the appropriate weights for a
specific task t are extracted as follows:
◦ · · · ◦ C iT −1 ◦ C Ti ◦ W i ;
W i ← C ti ◦ C t+1
i

i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , fk−1 } (4.7)

Sign “◦” denotes the Hadamard product, which is commutative and associative, hence the order of multiplication is not important. These calculations
have to be executed fk times for each filter. Then we repeat this extraction
procedure among all filters and among all convolutional layers.

4.3.3

Flattened convolutional layer

In this case we apply the superposition method to the flattened weights
of convolutional layers. For the first time we are using context vectors c,
consisting of values {−1, 1}. A single convolutional layer k is constructed of
fk filters. Each of these filters is represented as a tensor t ∈ Rd×d×fk−1 . So for
a particular layer k we flatten weights from all the filters into a long weight
2 ×f

vector wk ∈ Rfk ×d

k−1

. Context vectors c have the same dimensionality

and their count is equal to the number of convolutional layers.
Training phase: For task t each of the flattened weight vectors w is
updated by applying the context vector c, as follows:
wk ← ctk ◦ wk

(4.8)

Index k represents a specific convolutional layer. Update of weights from
Equation (4.8) is performed in the same manner for all convolutional layers.
Testing phase: After learning T tasks, the appropriate weights for a
specific task t are extracted as follows:
W k ← C tk ◦ C t+1
◦ · · · ◦ C Tk −1 ◦ C Tk ◦ W k
k

(4.9)
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Once again the order of Hadamard product is arbitrary. This method of
applying context has turned out to be the best among the three presented.

4.4

Convolutional neural networks with additional compression

Until now we were focused on model compression addressing standard weight
removing techniques and superposition principle separately. In this section
we present a method where additional compression was done within superposition.
From a set of experiments we learned that superposition principle is more
stable in fully connected layers opposed to convolutional layers. The accuracy degradation after the same number of tasks is usually lower in networks
without convolutional layers. Due to the usual structure of CNN (first convolutional and then fully connected layers), the vast majority of network
parameters lies in the FC part. This is a consequence of relatively small
number of filters and their sizes are fairly limited. Two of the widely known
deep convolutional networks are AlexNet and VGG16, where only 6% and
10.7% of their weights belong to the convolutional layers, respectively2 . Due
to this information, we want to further reduce the FC part where most of the
parameters are stored. Since convolutional part of the network somehow only
extracts features from the input, we separate the network into two parts:
• convolutional part – input: image (in our case); output: input image
extracted features in the form of a flattened vector,
• fully connected (FC) part – input: flattened vector f of extracted
features; output: class label of an image (in our case).
However, in order to train the convolutional part we also need FC part
to enable image classification. Therefore, we first train many tasks with
2

https://towardsdatascience.com/the-w3h-of-alexnet-vggnet-resnet-and-inception-

7baaaecccc96
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superposition in the network as a whole and then save only the convolutional
part with associated contexts. We denote the stored part of the network as
Nconv and c1 , . . . , cK represent the associated context vectors for all the K
convolutional layers. Nconv possibly also contains pooling layers without any
parameters so there is no need to superimpose them.
If we imagine superposition as a type of compression, we have difficulties trying to additionally compress the network within superposition by
performing network pruning. This phenomenon is expected since these two
approaches are non-complementary – both are using the redundancy of the
parameters in deep networks. On the one hand network pruning removes
excess parameters and on the other hand superposition takes advantage of
the parameter redundancy, enabling learning of multiple tasks in a single
network.
Therefore further compression cannot be done with basic network pruning. Many times the flattened vector, which is the output of the convolutional
part, can have ten thousands of values, which are then fully connected to the
first layer of the FC part, which often advocate for the largest part in terms
of the parameter count. We decided to compress the flattened vector and
thus reduce the usual number of weights.
Firstly, we sparsen the flattened vector f , which means we set part of its
values to zero. We perform sparsening based on the values’ absolute magnitude. The sparsening corresponds to the insertion of a new activation layer
with the neural transfer function act() including a threshold (T ) operation on
the amplitude of the flattened vector f . For the i-th neuron the sparsening
function works as: act(fi , T ) := H(|fi | − T ) fi , where H(x) is the Heaviside
step function. Heaviside or unit step function is a discontinuous function,
whose value is zero for negative inputs and one for non-negative inputs. If the
threshold T is met, the output preserves value of the corresponding neuron
in the flattened layer, otherwise, the output is set to zero.
We noticed that sparsening process does not affect the accuracy to a
large extent, which inspired us not only to set neurons to zero, but also to
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remove them completely. We tested two methods of dimensionality reduction, namely Principal Component Analysis (PCA) and Gaussian Random
Projection (GRP).
Both PCA and random projection are simple techniques to reduce the
dimensionality of a set of points. PCA lowers dimensionality by maximizing
the variance of each dimension [18]. In GRP we reduce the data dimensionality by trading some error for faster processing and smaller model sizes. For
the compression or projection to a lower-dimensional space random projection matrices are used, which to some extent control preserving the pairwise
distances between any two samples of the dataset. The random projection
matrix can be generated using a Gaussian distribution, which reflects in the
name Gaussian random projection [19, 20]. More formally, let us assume that
we want to project d−dimensional data to the k−dimensional subspace. If
we have n observations, our data matrix X is randomly projected as follows:
X k×n ← Rk×d X d×n

(4.10)

In the experiments we conducted, PCA proved to be slightly better in
terms of the classification accuracy, but on the other hand GRP calculation
is much faster. Another GRP advantage is that we do not need to hold the
data in memory for random projections, whereas for PCA we do. Since our
goal is to enable AI on low-end devices, we decided to use GRP method,
which is more suitable for our use case.
To sum up, we present a pseudo-code for the superposition principle with
additional compression in convolutional neural networks. Algorithm 5 shows
the steps needed to perform the technique described above. Note that network NF C is substantially smaller than FC part of network N due to dimensionality reduction.
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Algorithm 5

Several tasks training in a CNN using superposition and GRP

1: N ← randomly initialized CNN
2: L ← all layers of the network N
3: C1 , C2 , . . . , CL−1 ← randomly initialized binary context matrices (FC layers) or
vectors (convolutional layers)
4: W1 , W2 , . . . , WL−1 ← weight matrices (FC layers) or filter weights (convolutional
layers) of the network N
5: T ← set of different tasks
6: for t ∈ T do
7:

train network N for task t

8:

for l ∈ L do

9:
10:

apply context Cl to Wl of the network N
end for

11: end for
12: Nconv ← convolutional part of the trained N
13: c1 , . . . , cK ← C 1 , . . . , C K (save context vectors for the convolutional part)
14: for t ∈ T do
15:

retrieve individual weights for task t from Nconv using c1 , . . . , cK

16:

F ← flattened vector representations of all input data points for task t

17:

X ← GaussianRandomProjection(F )

18: end for
19: NF C ← randomly initialized network with only FC layers
20: L ← all layers of the network NF C
21: C1 , C2 , . . . , CL−1 ← randomly initialized binary context matrices for network NF C
22: W1 , W2 , . . . , WL−1 ← weight matrices of the network NF C
23: for t ∈ T do
24:

train network NF C for task t using data X

25:

for l ∈ L do

26:
27:

apply context Cl to Wl of the network NF C
end for

28: end for

Chapter 5
Evaluation and results
In this chapter we present our evaluation protocol and the results from all
aforementioned methods. First we describe the evaluation setup, next we
show the results from standard network compression methods, and we finish with the presentation of the results for different ways of superimposing
models.

5.1

Evaluation setup

This section briefly describes the versions of the datasets we used, together
with the way of testing.

5.1.1

Datasets

We evaluate our methods on two publicly available and widely known datasets:
• MNIST – set of gray-scale images of size 28 × 28, 10 classes of handwritten digits, a training set of 60,000 examples and a test set of 10,000
examples [21],
• CIFAR-100 – set of RGB images of size 32 × 32, 100 classes, a training
set of 50,000 examples and a test set of 10,000 examples [22].
35
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5.1.2

Evaluation protocol

All experiments presented in this work are based on the following setup. We
use derivatives of two well-known data sets: MNIST and CIFAR-100.
The original MNIST dataset is always used as a benchmark dataset for
the superimposed tasks. For every subsequent task, pixels of all images in the
original MNIST are randomly permuted with the task-specific permutation
pattern. Further in this work we refer to this dataset as “permuted MNIST ”.
For the experiments with MNIST data, 49 independent permuted MNIST
tasks are generated in addition to the original dataset. Altogether with the
original dataset we have 50 tasks.
The second dataset we test on is CIFAR-100, which we split into 10
equally sized disjoint subsets with 10 different classes each. The images from
the first 10 classes of CIFAR-100 make up the first task, which is used as a
benchmark for the superimposed tasks.
We evaluate all network compression techniques, the superposition method
on FC neural networks and on growing neural networks only on MNIST
dataset. We test methods within convolutional neural networks on both
datasets and we use split CIFAR-100 for convolutional neural networks with
additional compression.
All plots in this section show the mean results of five independent runs
of each experiment. The confidence interval, which is calculated as CI =
mean ± 2 ∗ std is shown as a shaded area. In some figures the confidence
interval is omitted for better visibility.
The configuration of neural networks is described below for the particular
experiment. Common to all experiments, each task is trained for 10 epochs.
Our solutions are developed in Python using Keras library [10].

5.2

Network compression

In this part we show the results from our experiments regarding network
compression in terms of iterative pruning. All the results in this section were
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obtained using the MNIST dataset.
To begin with, we describe our neural network architecture. Here we use
a standard feed-forward network with fully connected layers. Our network
consists of the input layer, two hidden layers and the output layer. Using
MNIST data requires the input size of 784 neurons (28 × 28 images) and the
output size of 10 neurons, one for each class. Each hidden layer is composed
of 1000 neurons. In the following we will refer to this architecture as the full
network. Altogether, these layers sum up to having around 1.86 million of
trainable parameters. Images from the MNIST dataset are always flattened
before feeding them to the input and the class labels are always one-hot
encoded to a vector of length 10.

5.2.1

Logarithmic iterative pruning of neurons

In the first experiment we iteratively remove neurons and all their associated
connections from the network. The effect of performing iterative pruning
with the set target size is shown in Figure 5.1.

Figure 5.1: Accuracy comparison between no pruning and iterative pruning
(pruning half of the remaining neurons in each iteration)
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As seen in the figure above, each iteration lasts 10 epochs and we have

4 pruning iterations. We calculate the validation accuracy on 10% of randomly chosen examples from the whole MNIST dataset. Gray vertical lines
represent the number of neurons left in each of the two hidden layers. The
leftmost line shows the starting 1000 neurons and each subsequent vertical
line shows the number of remaining neurons, while we remove half of the
neurons every pruning step. After pruning of the neurons is performed, the
network is always retrained. The procedure described above applies only to
the blue line, since orange line shows accuracy if pruning is never executed, so
the results are quite straightforward. The blue line however, has a repeating
pattern of a performance drop after pruning and immediately after there is
an increase of the accuracy. The return to the higher accuracy depends on
the number of neurons left; removal of more neurons leads to the decreased
possibility that the accuracy will return to the level before the pruning step.
For example, we can notice that only 125 neurons left in each hidden layer
compared to the full network reduces the validation accuracy for less than
1%. Note that in this particular pruning step we have only around 115.000
parameters left, which results in a compression rate of approximately 16.

5.2.2

Linear iterative pruning of neurons

Next, we present a similar pruning strategy except this time 9 pruning steps
are performed and the removal of the neurons is linear, which means we
remove the same number of neurons each iteration. From our previous experiment we have learned that a lot of neurons are unnecessary so now our
network has 100 neurons in each hidden layer from the start. Figure 5.2
shows how we pruned our network from 100 to 10 neurons in each of the
hidden layers iteratively, removing 10 neurons in every step.
This time we prune the network to a greater extreme, leaving only 10
neurons at the end. Nevertheless, pruning down to 50 neurons almost does
not degrade accuracy compared to the full network. In the case of 20 neurons,
the accuracy drops only around 5% on average compared to the network with
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Figure 5.2: Accuracy comparison between no pruning and iterative pruning
(pruning 10 neurons in each iteration)

1000 neurons in each hidden layer, which results in the high compression rate
of 114. In the extreme case of 10 neurons, we still achieve accuracy above 80%
after retraining. Experiments we conducted confirmed the claim that DNN
is often over-parameterized and has an abundance of unnecessary weights.

5.2.3

Iterative pruning of weights

The two figures presented above are both iteratively removing neurons from
the network. Another option for network compression is to remove weights
independently without removing the neurons. In this way we do not change
the network topology, we only set specific weights to zero. Further we discuss weight pruning consequences and compare this approach to the lottery
ticket hypothesis. Remember that the lottery ticket hypothesis differs from
the standard network weight pruning in the retraining phase. Normally, remaining weights are retrained using backpropagation without any change,
however, following the lottery ticket hypothesis the remaining weights are
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first reset to the ones from initial network.
Instead of observing the number of remaining neurons, we monitor the
percentage of the remaining weights. Following the example of [9], we prune
the same share of weights in each network layer. We set our final target
percentage of the remaining weights and each pruning step the same share
of weights are cut out. We decided to prune our full network intensively to
reach only 1% of all starting weights. Pruning strategy is based on weight’s
magnitude, meaning the weights with the lowest absolute values will be cut.
In Figure 5.3 we show the results of applying the described pruning procedure
and compare standard retraining technique to the weight resetting technique.

Figure 5.3: Accuracy comparison between two types of iterative pruning
Both lines on the graph show the effect of weight pruning layer-wise,
in the presented case around 40% of the current weights are pruned in each
step. The blue line on the graph shows how the accuracy is changing when we
prune weights and then retrain the remaining ones and the orange line shows
the changes when after pruning we reset weights to their initial values before
retraining. At the start the difference between the two lines is almost nonexisting, however, after more steps the approach presented in [9] yields worse
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results. This clearly shows that after changing the topology it is necessary to
adjust the values of weights anew and not rely on the previous initial values
of weights, because by changing the topology of the neural network we also
define a different learning strategy that needs different parameters.

5.3

Superposition of models

In this section we present the results related to the superposition method.
We compare accuracies while training several tasks in a row with or without
using superposition of models. Below we evaluate superposition principle in
four different ways, as presented in Chapter 4 and report compression rates
for conducted experiments.

5.3.1

Neural networks

In standard fully connected neural networks the application of the superposition of models is quite straightforward and gives very promising results.
First, we evaluate the superposition method on our full network using 50
tasks of permuted MNIST. We compare test accuracy between training multiple tasks in a single network with or without superposition. The difference
is shown in Figure 5.4. We compare the superposition model to the baseline
model for 50 tasks. Already after the first 10 tasks we notice a big difference
in terms of classification accuracy, where the superposition model drops only
1.1% opposed to nearly 50% drop in the baseline model. Later, the difference
in accuracy gets even bigger, proving that the superposition model is much
better when learning several tasks within a single network.
It is important to state that both lines on the graph represent the test accuracy on the first task, namely original, unpermuted MNIST dataset. Blue
line shows the accuracy of the first task if superposition is used and orange
line also shows the accuracy of the first task, but without using superposition
or context. Gray vertical line represents the end of first task learning after
10 epochs. We observe how the accuracy for the first task is decreasing while
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Figure 5.4: Effect of the superposition on MNIST test accuracy
training additional tasks in the same network. We can notice a huge discrepancy in terms of the accuracy decrease. With the superposition method the
accuracy degradation is very flat even for learning 50 tasks consecutively and
we strongly mitigate the effect of catastrophic forgetting. We conclude that
this result alone is highly promising and introduces many usability cases.
We already discussed that superposition method takes advantage of the
redundant weights in the network so we investigated how the same principle
would work on approximately 20× smaller network with 100 neurons in each
hidden layer, while input remains the same (permuted MNIST). In addition
to that, we compare two equally sized networks, but differently initiated:
• network 1: randomly initialized network with 100 neurons in each hidden layer,
• network 2: randomly initialized network with 1,000 neurons in each
hidden layer, trained on original MNIST images, compressed to 100
neurons with the magnitude-based pruning of neurons.
Figure 5.5 shows the effects of superposition in both mentioned networks.
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(b) 1000 neurons/hidden layer

Figure 5.5: Comparison of test accuracy between the superposition and
the baseline model in smaller networks with 100 or 1000 neurons per hidden
layer
Firstly, let us compare network 1 to the full network results from Figure
5.4. As expected network 1 reaches lower accuracy at the gray vertical line,
meaning that less complex model is not capable to achieve the same high accuracy on original MNIST dataset. Furthermore, looking at the degradation
in accuracy of the superposition model, we observe more rapid decrease in
smaller network probably due to contexts interfering with each other. The
accuracy course of the baseline model is fairly similar in both networks. Secondly, we compare networks 1 and 2 from Figure 5.5. Interestingly, network
2 achieves much higher accuracy on the first task, which confirms that large
network, pruned to the same size as small network, outperforms training already small network from scratch. Later degradation of accuracy in both,
superposition and baseline model, is quite similar. However, also in these
two smaller networks the superposition method proved to be far better with
mitigating catastrophic forgetting.

Test accuracy on each task separately
Until now, we only evaluated how the accuracy of the first task is changing over time. But this time we wanted to test task-specific accuracy after
learning several tasks. In the presented case, we trained 10 tasks of per-
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muted MNIST due to the memory restrictions, since in this case we need to
store separate test set for every task. The procedure to obtain the results is
the same while training all tasks, however, after that we are retrieving back
the individual task’s weights using saved contexts. The test accuracy for
each particular task is shown in Figure 5.6. Note that in this figure x-axis
represents tasks and not epochs as before. Each of 10 tasks has its own test
accuracy after learning all tasks and the accuracy degrades towards the tasks
from the start of learning.

Figure 5.6: Test accuracy on 10 individual tasks after learning all tasks in
one network using superposition
As expected, accuracy is the highest for the last learned task and it decreases while testing tasks that were learned longer time ago. However, the
degradation is fairly slow, less than 2% for 10 tasks.

5.3.2

Growing neural networks

The idea of gradually growing neural networks originates from the fact that
most often only a small share of the weights is really needed in order to train
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the network successfully. We imagined training the first task in a relatively
small network and then for the following tasks add a certain number of
neurons to enable the model to learn new tasks without interfering with
already learned ones. The goal is to always have the smallest possible network
which, however, is sufficiently large to enable the training of multiple tasks
without significant accuracy loss.
We trained 51 tasks of permuted MNIST in the network. However, this
time we compare a fixed network with 150 neurons in each hidden layer to a
network that is linearly growing for each new task. After the network is expanded, we do not retrain the model for the previous task, but just continue
the training for the new task. More specifically, our growing/increasing network starts with 150 neurons in each hidden layer and adds 17 new neurons
in each layer for each new task. In this case we trained one more task than
usual to end with 150 + 17 ∗ 50 = 1000 activated neurons. Figure 5.7 shows
the comparison of baseline and superposition model for both networks: fixed
and increasing one.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.7: Effect of the superposition on test accuracy in fixed versus growing neural networks. (a) Comparison of superposition and baseline model in
fixed and increasing networks. (b) Zoomed in comparison of superposition
method on both types of network.
It is clear that the performance of the two networks is almost equal regarding both, baseline and superposition model. On the right plot, we notice a
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slightly better performance in the network that is gradually increasing. However, this difference is negligible given the difference in the size of models.
We anticipate that the reason lies in the way superposition works. Adding
more active neurons means the whole structure of the network is changed,
which corrupts the principle of the superposition. When new weights are
activated, they are always updated with backpropagation and they collide
with previously trained weights, making this approach unsuitable to use in
line with superposition. We conclude that growing neural networks are not
appropriate to be applied hand in hand with the superposition method.

5.3.3

Convolutional neural networks

What would the results look like if we would add convolutional layers to our
fully connected neural network? We defined a fairly simple CNN architecture,
consisting of two convolutional layers with 32 and 64 filters of size 3 × 3
respectively, max pooling layer of size 2 × 2, flatten layer, one fully connected
layer with 1,000 neurons, and an output layer. To perform superposition,
context vectors and matrices are also needed.
Testing of our CNN was carried out on both datasets: permuted MNIST
and CIFAR-100 divided into 10 tasks. The results for 50 tasks of permuted
MNIST are presented in Figure 5.8.
We notice that superposition in convolutional networks still strongly outperforms the baseline model. If we compare the results using permuted
MNIST in fully connected network (see Figure 5.4) versus CNN, we observe
that the CNN achieves higher accuracy in the first task, but for the following tasks the accuracy is less stable compared to the network without
convolutional layers. The difference in accuracy is more precisely discussed
in Subsection 5.3.5.
Testing on CIFAR-100 dataset produced the results, shown in Figure 5.9.
Since the classification problem of recognizing visual objects is much harder
than recognizing gray-scale handwritten digits, the overall accuracy is much
lower. Nevertheless the advantages of using superposition are still clearly
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Figure 5.8: Effect of the superposition on MNIST in CNN
visible on the plot.

Figure 5.9: Effect of the superposition on CIFAR-100 in CNN
We train 10 tasks, however, both lines denote the test accuracy of the first
task changing over time. Gray vertical lines mark the beginning of training a
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new task. An interesting observation can be noticed for the 7th and 8th task
in the baseline model, where the accuracy rises. This result is most probably
is due to the similarity between tasks. All 100 class labels are divided into
10 disjoint subsets based on their label index according to the alphabetical
order. However, the accuracy with the superposition method degrades much
slower, which confirms that the superposition principle is also suitable for
highly unrelated tasks.

5.3.4

Convolutional neural networks with additional
compression

Superposition in CNN with additional compression has shown the possibility
of major compression rates with limited accuracy drop. Starting architecture
of the CNN is the same as described in the previous section.
To start with, we compared GRP and PCA as a method for dimensionality
reduction. We set three compression rates: reducing to 10, 100 and 1,000
neurons in the flatten layer for both techniques. Once again we trained 10
tasks of CIFAR-100 and tested accuracy for the first task. The results are
presented in Figure 5.10.
The green line shows the same accuracy as the superposition model in
Figure 5.9. The different kinds and shades of orange and blue lines represent the effect of performing GRP and PCA, respectively. As expected, the
higher compression rate leads to the higher accuracy degradation. Clearly,
the PCA method outperformed GRP, but for compression to 1,000 neurons
the difference is not so significant. Due to the nature of our work and goals,
to enable AI in low-end devices, we decided to use GRP since it is much
faster and does not require to store all the data.
Our idea for dimensionality reduction of the flattened vector came after sparsening it to a large proportion of zeroes and noticing the results
have not changed a lot. In Figure 5.11 we demonstrate the difference in
accuracy comparing sparsened vector to the reduced one. Using our CNN,
Gaussian random projection compresses 12,544-dimensional vector to 1,000-
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Figure 5.10: Comparison of GRP and PCA method on CIFAR-100 in CNN

dimensional. Since the next layer has 1,000 neurons and is fully connected
to this compressed vector, we reduce the number of weights for more than
11 million by applying GRP.
The blue line represents the same reference model as before, the basic
CNN superposition model. The orange line shows the accuracy using only
sparsened flattened vector and the green line shows the accuracy of the reduced flattened vector. We observe that the difference is fairly constant and
it is about 3%. It is interesting to notice that the accuracy almost does not
degrade while learning new tasks which is a consequence of applying superposition only in the fully connected part. Furthermore, at the end of learning
10 tasks, the accuracy is almost equal as in the reference model, however,
we compressed the model more than 12× additionally to the superposition
compression.
In Figure 5.12 we additionally present two results. Blue reference model
and green superposition with GRP model are the same as in the previous
figure. The purple line shows the accuracy using superposition for the full
ResNet-18 model for the first 5 tasks as presented in [1] and the dashed part
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Figure 5.11: Comparison of sparsened flattened vector and reduced dimensionality vector on CIFAR-100 dataset

Figure 5.12: Additional comparison to the baseline accuracy and the superposition accuracy of ResNet-18 on CIFAR-100 dataset

for the next 5 tasks is our assessment of the accuracy reduction. We notice
that the pace of accuracy decline is very similar to our much simpler reference
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model. The orange horizontal line shows 57.8% accuracy and was calculated
based on the average of 5 independent runs. The procedure for this result
without using superposition was the following: train our full CNN on the
first task, use the convolutional part of the network to get flattened vector
of the features, randomly project it to 1,000-dimensional vector, use that as
an input to the new FC network and calculate the mean accuracy. In this
way we get a reference point, which we compare with the blue and green line
on the graph. In comparison to the blue line, we can observe around 5%
accuracy degradation, which is due to the random projection step. On the
other hand, compared with the green line, we observe a weakness of using
convolutional part in superposition. Extracting feature representations of
all tasks causes around 11% drop in accuracy due to the recovery of the
convolutional kernels from the single model in superposition. However, the
final judgement whether such degradation is acceptable or not depends on the
specific requirements of the particular use case. At least one can definitely
say that the highest accuracy on the reduced network is still very far from
the random choice (which is 10% in this case). Here we are concerned with
understanding the limits of the performance degradation when on top of the
superposition principle we perform additional compression.

5.3.5

Compression rate

To summarize the set of experiments presented in this section, we compute
the compression rate achieved with the superposition procedure. Table 5.1
presents the trade-offs between the compression rates and the reduction of
the accuracy relative to the case when neither model compression nor superposition is applied.
In the baseline case, training T different tasks will produce T different
network models. Suppose that all these models are of the same size, each
having P parameters stored as a 32-bit numbers. In contrast, the superposition method requires only one model with the addition of binary contexts,
which can be saved as binary vectors. We mark the number of the context
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values needed to be stored as C. We calculate the compression rate CR using
the following equation:
CR =

P0

P ∗ 32 ∗ T
∗ 32 + T ∗ C

(5.1)

In the equation P 0 = P holds when no additional compression to superposition is done, otherwise P 0 equals the number of parameters left after
performing additional compression with GRP.
Table 5.1: Compression rates and accuracy changes for different models
Method (dataset)
NN (MNIST)
CNN (MNIST)
CNN (CIFAR)
CNN + GRP (CIFAR)

5 tasks

10 tasks

50 tasks

4.999 x

9.995 x

49.879 x

−0.3%

−1.1%

−8.1%

4.998 x

9.990 x

49.756 x

−3.6%

−7.8%

−7.4%

4.998 x

9.992 x

/

−4.8%

−13.8%

/

60.820 x

121.247 x

/

−15.3%

−16.3%

/

In Table 5.1 we report compression rates for permuted MNIST (50 tasks)
and CIFAR-100 (10 tasks) datasets using fully connected NN, CNN or CNN
with additional model reduction with Gaussian Random Projection (GRP)
of learned features. We selected three timepoints - after learning 5, 10 and
50 tasks. For each timepoint, with the corresponding method and dataset,
we measure compression rate and the average drop of accuracy with respect
to the accuracy achieved with neither superposition nor model compression.
Using superposition method without GRP gives the compression rate which
is almost the same as the number of tasks learned. A little lower rate is
due to the necessity of storing contexts values. If we compare the first two
methods in the table we can see the difference between NN and CNN model.
Compression rates are very similar, slightly lower in CNN because of addi-
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tional context vectors for convolutional layers. Comparison of the accuracy
drop shows that CNN lost accuracy faster due to superimposing less stable
convolutional layers; however, after 50 tasks the accuracy drop in CNN is
lower compared to NN. If we compare the last two methods we can observe
the effect of additional compression within superposition method. At start
additional compression causes much higher accuracy drop, but while learning
more tasks this difference in accuracy goes towards zero.
Lastly, we want to emphasize that our results of compression rate versus accuracy drop do not outperform current state-of-the-art compression
approaches. The presented results should be considered in the context of a
model compression within the superposition principle, which is a new approach.
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Chapter 6
Conclusion
In our work we focused on the compression of deep (convolutional) neural
networks in order to increase the possibility of using deep networks on lowend devices. We investigated different types of standard model compression
techniques and compared them. We were able to implement the superposition
of many models into one and evaluate this method on two benchmark datasets
using several different networks – from networks with only fully connected
layers to convolutional neural networks. We also proposed a new approach
of model compression within superposition of models, which additionally
multiplies the compression rate with bounded accuracy drop.
To be more specific, we started with the overview of related work in our
area of interest, namely model compression techniques, multi-task learning
approaches and superposition of models. We continued with the detailed
description of compression methods, such as network pruning and iterative
pruning. Next, we explained the theoretical part of the superposition of many
models into one, together with the combination of superposition with additional compression. Finally, we presented our evaluation methods together
with positive and negative results.
Generally, our work addressed the challenges of implementing AI functionality on the power and memory restricted devices. We studied the worstcase performance degradation under a very radical approach to model com55
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pression. This work might be beneficial for a wide range of developers of
embedded intelligent solutions. In particular with the proposed technique it
is possible to understand the achievable performance of deep learning models
for the particular hardware limitations.
Using superposition within the basic FC neural network, we achieved
compression rate of almost 10 with 1.1% accuracy drop and compression
rate of almost 50 with 8.1% accuracy drop on the MNIST dataset. Similarly,
on the MNIST dataset, using CNN with superposition reached compression
rate of almost 50 with 7.4% accuracy drop. Connecting superposition with
additional model compression on CIFAR-100 dataset made it possible to
reach significant compression rate of approximately 121, however, it also led
to quite large accuracy degradation of 16.3%. The final judgement whether
such degradation is acceptable or not depends on the specific requirements
of the particular use case.
The results we presented targets a large class of use cases where AI functionality must be executed strictly locally on devices with limited computational capabilities. The proposed approach is built upon two recently proposed techniques: the model compression and the superposition of many neural models into one. We offered a new method of model compression within
superposition principle which was not studied before. Our major finding is
that these techniques are definitely compatible and our novel insight is that
for the compact implementation it is beneficial to isolate the convolutional
part of CNN from the fully connected part.

6.1

Future work

There are many possibilities to further investigate the topics we covered in
this work. We prepared a list of options, how our work could be extended in
the future:
• test our methods on a bigger set of networks, especially very deep pretrained CNN,
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• examine how the noise in the context vectors/matrices would affect the
results of the superposition,
• examine in detail how the random choice of the contexts affects the
accuracy,
• check the upper-bound limits of the superposition method – how many
tasks can we superimpose without significantly decreasing the accuracy,
• examine in detail which weights are mainly updating during a specific
task,
• figure out a way to enable the superposition of tasks with different
input or output size,
• verify our techniques on a set of real-world use cases.
Clearly, we have a wide range of possible future directions and we hope
we will continue our work to even further improve our results.
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